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Tinder Box Alley Gelish: the Splice, the Mix  
 

Arpine Konyalian Grenier – Rich Murphy 
 

Box: voice 1; Tinder: voice 2 

 
Box 
 

Botched Banquet  
 

We are the sin-eaters. It means that we take the moral excrement we find in the 
equation and we bury it down deep inside of us so that the rest of our cause can 
stay pure. – Bourne Legacy 

 
The sin-eater field-day festivities: 
The ends digest from memory 

and the mean bottles 
 

Company B arrives with chef hats on 
and waitresses 
 

Beagles into bugle-dogs for reward . . . but dog 
 
The red-letter occasions, not rare but raw,  

precludes by fare, fair: 
 

Limbs in trees, roots rerouted, touted 
 
Wolfing stomachs  

while most intestines fail into lippage 
 

Trauma pisses and pukes, 
squirts out sides: a fast food catsup container 
stepped on with a “huff” 

 
Family and friends bleed  
for food fighters and acrimonious weepers 

to seek hospital bed prescriptions 
 

The jubilee jamboree ekes to close 
with meat-ends and shit on the table. 
 

Tinder 
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Call it something else then but if you can’t  
envision power without authority  

embedded in and kicking 
the timely 

    the moves are authentic 
necessary 

 

the rules culled from some trilogy 
that’s you and me  
and the music 

 
morphing for the wished and willed  

outside laws and computation 
 
embodied and simulated we  

longing or not 
 

labor the only capital of value 
 
meanwhile we stretch what waxes  

when we stand together what  
wanes when we disband  
imitado  

     appassionato 
 

dullard and dangerous that we are 
irreverent and irrelevant 
 

Dharma Sangha Buddha  
 
concepts occupy space but also not 

tightness to spaciousness 
movement declares  

 
- is it true? (authentic) 
- is it timely? (necessary) 

 
establish count then parse 

consonants matter 
 

tandas bear witness 

 
are you type or token driven? 
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Box 
 

Patron to the Rich 
 

Stock shelves, sweep floors,  
and flip burgers: the philanthropist  
sacrifices a living wage  

to fund greed projects. 
 
Guilty venture investors  

and corporate board members 
wishing to sprout wings,  

build onto hospitals, 
and attend to the 12-generation  
recovery program for withdrawal. 

 
The giver ghost hovers around the city 

without until an election-time need  
for manipulation heightens: 
The capital and commodity creator  

counts in the press and in statistics 
among the living to add for victors. 
 

The donor and Good Samaritan 
eats and sleeps up to the chin in debt. 

In a slum without escape or car 
the aid worker and Santa Claus 
patches together the day for children 

or lives in shoes while seeking shelter. 
 
Tinder 

 
As if it were the inheritance of a spin  

 
step on it 

 

your town or mine once edgeless 
mazal lala takh toukh  

 
Russian Canadian Japanese American  
matter remembers Belgian 

  
attraction inadvertently you  
we make sense of 
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tool  
luminosity levels 

 
nothing is except for my need for it to be  

voiced sound over voiceless intent 
at l’Exposition Universelle, 1889 
 

how pronouns become salutation then 
opportunities of mathematical order  

laborsome fearsome intent 
 
hear it shake it and let the willing be the telling 

do not imitate the i in reverse 
 
fmri this fmri that of tenet include life memory 

the voice of the oppressed luted at the bitter 
celebrated sweetness arms denied 

 
ce que j’ai vu/ ce que j’ai vu en Armenie  
ce que j’ai lu que j’ai eu. 
 
Box 

 
All Is Fare in Love and War 
 

“There are two ways to conquer and enslave a nation. One is by the sword. The 
other is by debt.” – John Adams 
 

When banks rumble  
into the village square 

with turrets adjusting how-itzers, 
crowd-easing machine funds,  
and investment thud craters, 

the democrat applies  
to polish wing-tip shoes. 
 

The IMF points and livelihoods  
for wallets, hostages give up 

in exchange for consumer handbooks: 
Works for workers every time 
at any rate. 

 
The invasion acquires  

through intelligence, sabotage,  
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and peace offerings 
so that hands without weapons 

move for the looter 
around mines and sweat shops. 

 
Chained to debt, a small business, 
family farm, and laborer spread eagle  

as colonizers instruct  
with “heave” and “ho” for free. 
 

Once the cognitive map unfurls, 
the newly minioned cultures 

celebrate privilege around  
half-full water tanks. 
 

Tinder 
 

I happened to be standing in line to take form  
it was my turn honey the bricolage was set 
change needed a dwelling  

destined for tapioca 
 
Medaille d’Or awarded collective at l’Exposition Universelle, 1889. Today, more 

than one hundred years later I come across this piece of news next to drawings 
of Armenian massacres printed through a generous advertisement for tapioca - 

Tapioca de l’Etoile - le meilleur et le moins cher it says. Here’s a drawing of 
Armenian homes (the Country’s divided between Russia, Persia and the 
Ottoman, it says), this one’s underwritten by a chocolate company, there’s 

another by a bon bon company.  
 

useless light what is your signal? 
 
elsewhere translucent torture doubled up complaint  

recover the howl bid yourself avail  
transpose into descent. 

 
Box 
 

Depository  
 

For secure lugging, 
the cognitive load 
demands from the forklift 

that concentrates  
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dropping defenses. 
 

No second thoughts 
seep into the pipeline 

to shield an engaged 
storage facility operator: 
 

Aisle 34b, level 5, pallet 19604, 
beside the air conditioners. 
 

Meanwhile, back at the shelf-edge 
where convention drops off 

into breakage and performance  
requires for management 
too many balls, the valve 

to honesty opens to flood 
the warehouse parking lot. 

 
Eyes and ears from all around 
experience while few embodied senses 

(also burdened) note for the future  
the broken (for good or ill) contract. 
 

The Epilogue: 
 

Tinder 
 
Suchness what noise! 
 
if it weren’t for love weren’t for ethics we say  
consumed as aligned 

 
for which I’ll be unattainable movement 

error error what makes  
configuration 
 

between being and charity suit after suit  
all waste and amps to the parade  

 
for which either and or came about 
ah yes the space inside  

suddenly body I am 
errand for 
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made and unmade cause 
we proferred  

animated 
 

gene-editing across the world 
happening on its way 
hombre hombre. 
 
Box 
 

Cash on pallets, guns  
with something to prove 

 
Lust arrived! 
 

Running Water also 
once called through a green valley so 

in a now alien country 
 
Casino reservation or starvation 

and alcohol rub 
 
Soon enough wall-to-wall 

 
and boom enough for some 

upside-down hanging around 
 
Without consent and the pleasure 

all hours without apology ever 
kitsch, knick-knacks, quietly 
 

From outer space  
one more Enlightenment patch. 

 
Tinder 
 

All along risk taker thunk punk hombre hombre 
when rights pushback remnant is grabbed 

principles and law gunk 
 

not much to write home about 

 
but for the risk taker with essential vagaries of nature culture literature 

intersecting haptic space or not cohesive charge and flamed words of cause in 
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post-Babelian harmony the Anglo the Franco by ancient letters and text daring 
beauty and truth calming Aristotle to Keats to quark dunked rust won over 

because language breathes a probe station no doubt gaining angular momentum 
beam line sunk sway cuff bang one hopes for –  or is that fog? 
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